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DMI Greenland Ice Service

Ice patrol in Narsarsuaq
Helicopter ice observations 
and ship guiding.

DMI Copenhagen
Satellite based ice mapping



Foundation of the Greenland Ice Service

M/S Hans Hedtoft
Sinks 30 January 1959
off Cape Farwell
95 casualties

The Ice Patrol in Narsarsuaq is established

..



DMI Greenland Ice Service
Users

Royal Arctic Line (RAL)
Cargo

Arctic Umiaq Line
Passengers

Trawlers

Arctic Command, JRCC, and the Navy
Inspection

Other users
Research ships
Oil exploiration
Cruise ships
Sirius dog sledge



Sea ice extent
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Cape Farewell
190 charts per year

Regional charts

Overview charts
2 times per week

Standard Ice Charts



DMI’s Ice Patrol in Narsarsuaq
Full tidme chartred helicopter.  2+2 navigators from Royal Arctic Line (5-weeks rotation). In-fjord ice-observations 2-4 
times a week. Distribution of ice information in Greenland, and ship guidance.

Photos on drobbox
Ice report on dmi.dk in 
Greenlandic and Danish



Nordlige 
Mågeløb_20150217_0945_Wide_HH

Note: Sejlrende i isen i det Nordlige 
Mågeløb kan ses  på Radarsat-2 billedet

Isrecco 16. februar 2015: 16. Nordlige 
Mågeløb



Other operational sea ice products



Operational iceberg density maps

Charts based on satellite images



On-board ice advising



Changed conditions
Decrease in sea ice cover



Integrated service



Integrated service





Distribution 
of satellite 
images as a 
supplement 
to icecharts

PolarView



Hydrodynamic modelling – Hycom-Cice

New setup at DMI:

10 km. resolution
Runs every 12 hours
6 days forecast

Data input:

Weather forecast (DMI Hirlam – ECMWF)
Ice concentration (satellite & ice charts)
SeaSurfaceTemperature (satellite)
Local data: Currents, ice conditions

Data output:

Sea ice concentration
Sea ice thickness
Sea ice compression
Surface and 3D current (incl. tides)
Oil spill tracing (also offline on demand)

Ocean and sea ice modeling

Monthly mean ice concentration



Break-up and freeze-up forecasts.

Sea ice statistics

Seasonal statistics:

Statistical studies. Multiple year data.
Area specific statistics on day/week basis.
Form basis for the forecasts.

Long range strategic forecasts:

Monitoring of the development of all parameters.
Issuing a weekly forecast for 2-3 month.
General overview.

Short range tactical forecasts:

10 days tendency.
2 days specific forecast combined with model.

Minimize your prior standby period. Optimizing 
your operating window.
Bring in the right ship for the right purpose. No 
need to bring in an icebreaker if there is no ice.


